Premier Mace Owners Guide
Thank you for choosing the Premier Mace. These instructions will provide the necessary
information for you to fit the Chain or Cord to your Mace.

Fitting of Cord
Take your Cord and apply a thin sticky tape (not supplied) around either end of the length of
the Cord to form tags (like a shoe lace).
Pass one taped end through the top hole in the shaft so that equal amounts of the Cord are
showing either side.
Pull the Cord tight and plait around the Mace - 6 plaits either side for a 60” Mace and 4 per
side for a 54” Mace.
60” Mace with 6 Plaits

54” Mace with 4 Plaits

Pull the Cord tight again then thread the two ends through the two anchor points then attach
the two tassels to either end of the cord.
Thread the Cord through the top of the holes within the tassels, then secure with a neat non
slip knot, once you are happy with the length and tension of your Cord, cut the remaining
lengths that are showing from the end of the knots, these cut ends can then be taped up to
prevent the Cord from fraying.

Fitting of Chain

Before you start please note, if you are attaching a Chain to a 54” Mace then you will need to
remove the top two loops including the two key ring linking hoops from the Chain, but
remember to reattach the top fixing length of Chain to the top of the Chain assembly.
Firstly slide the first loop of your Chain onto the bottom of the Mace, continue this process
with each loop making sure you alternate the key ring style hoops between the front and back
of the shaft until you have threaded the whole of the Chain onto the shaft.
Once these have all been placed around the shaft, attach the bottom two fixing Chains onto
the two anchor hooks located just above the ferrule. To do this use a small pair of pliers to
gently open up the anchor rings, then once the Chain is attached bend back the loops to keep
the Chain in place.
To secure the top of the Chain, thread the single fixing length through the top hole and then
attach it to the first small key ring loop at the top of the Chain assembly, making sure the
Chain is lying perfectly flat against the shaft and is not twisted.

60” Mace with Chain

54” Mace with Chain

If your Chain is to loose, using some small metal cutters, remove some of the links from the
top or bottom fixing Chain. Be careful not to cut off too many from one end, it is advised to cut
off only a couple of links at a time and to alternate between top and bottom until your desired
length is achieved.
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